
Land: narrow and broad areas (misration)
(moving peasants from areas with little

land to areas with lots of land)

-1- (61) P'an'gyewrok ch~nje hurok
kos~l, sang
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--. In the first year of Ching-'ti's reign in the Han dynasty (Be 156)

he decreed: Recently every year the crops have not been good and many

of the people have been short of food and died early. I have been very

concerned about this. In some areas of the country the land is poor and

rocky (precipitous) and there is no place for agriculture or sericulture or

raising animals; while in other places the land is broad and fertile

where the irrigation is good and there is much plant growth, but the people

cannot move there. So if there are people who want to migrate to broad and wide

areas of land, permit them to do so.

--According to the Cheng-1Un(~~ ) of Ts'ui Shih~~ ),

the sages of the past divided up the people and had them cultivate the

land in pairs (fenlk'ou Ching-yu?~~. nd the land area? for

each was generally ~X&psxxiEHXXH a considerable a9 (amount, allotted to ~

each person). At the present time the population in Ch'ing, HSU'(~~~~~)
is dense while the land is narrow (not enough) and there is not enough land

for the ~~, to support t~;;:;~~But in the a rea around the

san-paq(~~ and the (,~,~J\') chou neighborhood, XhH in all cases

there is much (broad) land and the population is small. The land is suitabl e

for m ltivation, but not all of it is being cultivated and is abandoned,

The feelings of the small people are such that they are at ease in their

home areas and regard moving as a burden. They would rather starve and are

not concerned at all about moving to another area that might be a happ£~r

place to live. Thaa what the people say is blind (f3.~ ). Hhen I say

blina, I mean that they are blind (in the dark) and don't know \"hat to do,

Managing peasants is like herding a flock of sheep. It is necessary that those

in charge of them take meaSures for raising them. If he places them in

a place with luxuriant growth of grass, they became fat and rich and gxmK

flourish; if Pi them where the
(ling-ting :3 )_..a, solitary and 1 n ly (their ranks

.~~~ numbers are diminished. This is

land is stoney and dry, then they become

are thinned, le~ingonly a few?) an their

why Emperor Ching (of the Han) ecreed that
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Land system: migration of population -2- (62) ~lanlgye surok chon§e hurok, K~
kosol, Sang

in the districts of the country the peopee should be allowed to leave

stony areas where there was not much land (narrow land), and go to broad and

fertile areas. In the time of Wu-ti, subsequently, the poor people of Kua~-tung

were moved to Lung-hSi(~).All in all, .xx 725,000 people were moved

to HSi-pei(,~~ l, HSi-hO(~~ l, Shang-chlin(~;rf l and

HUi-kUei?(~~ l. At the present time we ought to act in respect of

ancient practi e (foremer practice) and move the poor people who cannot

support themselves to broad areas (with lots of ian ). This is also the method

for opening up grass(lands) and cultivating new fields and saving people

from distress.

--In the brilliant words of Chung Chang-tlung(~tf~~~ ):

It is several thousand li to the hsien boundaries of remote» prefectures

(chou). In the heartland (ChU-hSiaO~~)thepeasants only have 10 mou of

land on which they jointly groWN mulberry trees, while in the remote prefectures

there are broad fields which have not been developed, but the custom of

the people Xx generation agter generation has been for them to stay

settled on their home land, and even though they die, they do not leave it.

If their chief (ruler) does not make them move, how would they be able to

go themsevles? In addition the border regions can also be used for transporting

criminals their in oroer to defend the frontiers.

- -. In the .>ung dynas t y,,: y~ Shi~(~~ ) submi tted a memorial which

said: At the present time the population is flourishing and there are

great numbers of young children (axx~ those at the ~ething age). But,

they are all E living in crowed places and are not equally (distributed).

Therefore you have broad (and empty) land spaces and many people Without

__~__--_s~ T4x revenues are not increasing, and the army is not strong.

of the peasants become ~anderwg guests (Flou-kle~ ~~

laborers) who are employed for their labor ~ammx power~ The strongest

and most able of them become merchants who steal and rob. Because of this

the taxes and labor service that gets to the officials is no more than 1/3

(of What is due). Those who have land do not cultivate it themselves, while
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Land system (migration) -3- (63) B'an1gye surok, chonje hurok, kosol, sang

those who are able to cultivate the land do ot do so on their own land.

This is why even though the population is large and abundant, the ruler

is not able to utilize it (fully). In the \~-Y~eh(~) region

since the time of the Ch'ien family(~~~ there have been no rebellions.

For forty years the a rea around tu-i( j~~ :the capital?) has flourished

and people from all around migrate their and have all been concentrated

within an area 1,000 li (from this place, the capital?). I do not know

how many noble families there are (there). Thus the large numbers of people

in these 15 prefectures (chou) comprise at the present time half the empire.

I calculate that the land is not sufficient to provide for the residence

of half the po ulation, but the price of rice, mllet, cotton and silk
'----------

has tripled over what is wa in the past, and the price of chickens, pigs,

vegetables and fuel and firewood is five times what it was in the past.

The price of land for houses is 10 times what it was in the past. The

competittion for favorable and fertile land has driven up the price (of land)

to 100 times what it was in the past. I do not know how ten years from how

we will be able to save the situation? How is it that the ruler does not

inquire into the reason why the people are in such distress as this and yet
nobody reports their misery

make no report (complaint) about their dondition of misery? There is

no land for the people to cultivate and none to give them. All they do
-----------------.,.OlT"r seize r •

is congregate together and steal/land from one another. In order to obtan
r--~ -----------

food and clothing, it has cause the mores of the people to become lewd

and corrppt, and there is no trust or loyalty (among the people),so can

we completely abandoI"lK them a ld let them become fish and meat. '\~e h~ve no

choice but to give consideration to th~ problem.

At the end of the Han dynasty the Ching-Chlu~\~ ) area was

extremely prosperous. Not only was the population large, but the production

was also great and the region produced from its runks marly talented,

knowledgable, brave and able shih (scholars). By.lt the time of the Later Tl ang

and Five Dynasties period the area could not be rehabilitated and attl°e \'~
M';n( ../) ~,

present time all of it is low level wasteland. The land in the l"a
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Land (migration) -4- (64) ~Ianlgye surok, chonje hurok, kos~l, sang

and the Chekiang (~ ) area hegan to be prosperous from the T'ang dynasty

anu it became the cynosure of the Southeast, a situation which did not exist

in ancie t times. How could it be what an intelligent man wou~ do to

wait for destructio in the midst of the extremes of prosperity? In the

vacant fields, the foxes and rabbits lie crouched and in hiding; in the

flat fielus reside the tigers and wolves; in the wastelands the trees and

grasses (grow in profusion). For a thousand li there are no villages.

The area is one where villainous persons have holed up in refuge. The

~ritt of the land is melancholy (grieved) as if the vapors (from the ground)

were steaming and is not piKE fit for living. And narrow places are carved

out of the mountains and ward off the sea (is surrounded by the~a),

aHa so that the taKs lan ? has been plucked out and the profits therefore

leave something to be used (have not been fully utilized), and there are imi

limits to what the land will produce. The farmers hoe and weed without end

i~ even so far as to move and cause injury to the yin and yang (forces) and

to invade and harm the five elements, causing the fertility of the land to be

143, 7:31a exhausted, and yet they still &mXNBX do not obtain results 9 (increased

production). Since the people in this melancholy and lonely pla ce have

nothing to rely on, I fear that both these places 9(the Ching-chlu and Min-

Chekiang regions) xi (if left as they are, Kim 579), will be sickx. (the

sicnkess of theK state). Divide up (the population) of the Min-Chekiang

\ area in ortler to fill up the Ching-eh IU area; have t he people leav e the

l- narrow places and move to the broad places--these are the urgent tasks

the people will be able to prOVide enough

If it is done like thiS, then even more lana

l
before us at the present time.

will be opened to cultivation an

for themselves. '..lhen they are at home, then they can be IIpeople" (peasants);
---------------------~~

and when they go out (to war), then they can be soldiers. If we have many

from narrmv to broad areas ;

we wealthy.--------- --------- ._-_ _ .

and regulating (restraining) the barbarians? .
__ ( bove section deals with allowing people to m1grate

soldiers, then without making any effort we wewill naturally be strong;

----and with regard to property and goods, without ~K regulating it, we will rn. turall), .
How is this not the best policy for making the people seaure


